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The Young Family 190SL
From 1955 to 1963, Mercedes Benz produced 25,881 190 SLs.  The 190SL was inspired by Max Hoffman, 
a US car importer in the early 1950’s.  Hoffman sought to leverage the success of the 300SL in the 1952 
Panamemericana Mexican road race but at $8,352 there was a limited market for a car that cost as much 
as a house.  The 190SL was introduced in August 1954 at the New York Auto Show blending the 300SL’s 
style & the engine and drivetrain of the pontoon-type 180 Sedan.  Hoffman’s idea for a lower-priced sports 
car to complement the 300SL was a huge success with the 190SL outselling the 300SL eight to one.

Our family’s 1961 edition rolled off the production line in Sindelfingen on November 16, 1960.  Procured 
through Oslo, Norway and shipped to Charleston, SC, it was cherished by Douglas & Ursula Young (Mom 
and Dad) for 45 years in Winston-Salem, NC.  No longer running and stored in a carport, my wife, Amy, 
shipped it to Seattle, led an amazing resurrection and had it driven to our Seattle home by our friend 
Oddvar Ogland on the morning of my 40th birthday.  It remained in our garage for four years largely 
untouched till I was introduced to Sigfried Linke, the Northwest’s first Mercedes trained mechanic, a judge 
at the world renown Pebble Beach concourse d’elegance and a true craftsman in the Old World sense.

This book highlights the first years of our 190SL in North Carolina, it’s restoration at Sigfried’s garage in 
Stanwood, WA and our first summer post restoration here in Washington.  This project would not have 
become a reality had it not been for Mom and Dad’s care for the car, Amy’s ingenious plan to get it to 
Seattle and patience as a Mercedes “widow”, Mike Duggan and Oddvar Ogland’s collusion to get it 
running again, Siegfried Linke’s month’s of hard work, guidance and patience teaching me and Joe 
Maxwell’s excellent body work.                                                                                           Brian Young
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Mom and Dad in an early 1960’s photo shoot on Wake Forest  University’s new Winston-Salem campus.



4 Top: Mom looking out over the Blue Ridge Parkway after honeymooning in New 
Orleans.  L: En route to New Orleans.  R:Our first home on Marguerite Drive.



5Mom and Dad’s 190SL and Frances and Thurmond’s Porche were the perfect way to 
enjoy the drive to our beach house at Pine Knoll Shores in NC’s Outer Banks.
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Dad’s daily driver, the 190SL was ever present throughout the construction of his dental practice in 1972.



8 The 190SL at home on Young Acres Farm.  Circa 1980’s.
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In 2007, my wife, Amy, bought the car and had it secretly shipped to Seattle.  Dad’s price: $3,744; Exactly what he paid for the car in 
1961.  Mike Duggan, my running partner, mentor and car aficionado, secretly took delivery at his home in Magnolia.  Mike’s expertise in 

restoring Austin-Healey’s would prove invaluable throughout the restoration process.
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Our good friend , Oddvar Ogland, came out of retirement and took on the daunting task of getting the 190SL running again.
After three weeks of non-stop work, Oddvar drove it into our driveway at 7:30 am on July 1, 2007, my 40th birthday.

I was dumbfounded to say the least.  Thank you Amy for the ultimate birthday present!!



12 Its home for the first four years was on jacks in our Woodinville garage, sharing space with the John Deere, garden tools and climbing 
gear. In the first year, Oddvar changed the clutch and started the process of getting the car reliably drivable.



13The engine bay shortly after arrival.  Oddvar removed the manifold and carburetors to 
fix a leak in the air intake system and facilitate installation of the rebuilt starter.



14 Sometimes progress starts by going backwards.  We removed (clockwise from top): Sandblasted and repaired exhaust; 
Manifold and air intake; Two Solex carburetors; Parts removed and cleaned during the clutch replacement.



15Interior with carpets and shifter removed.  Sadly, Dad’s acrylic molar gear shift knob cracked as we removed the shifting lever.  An original 
replacement from a 300SL replaced it in the final restoration.  Odometer reading of 97,101 original miles.



16 Sigfried’s hoist and work area.  He rebuilt the 1958 190SL on right after it had 
been disassembled and stored in boxes for 25+ years.  Our 190SL on the left. 



17Top Sigfried’s original unrestored 300SL.  Bottom: My work area: bead blaster, wire 
wheel and solvent tank. Sigfried’s race sedans, Darlene’s 1951 sedan and 1994 500S.



18 First afternoon progress: Removed three bolts from the subframe & the entire engine 
block dropped. Bottom: subframe components, steering box and shocks as removed.



19Subframe bead blasted, powder coated and reassembled with new springs and new 
shocks.  All screws, nuts and washers blasted and CAD plated to prevent future rust.



20 Engine block as removed.  The engine was loaded on a pallet & rolled outside for pressure washing.  Once cleaned, the block was 
machined flat to eliminate any warping on head seal.  190SL in background with the front end suspended from tractor bucket.





22 Before: Tops down view of engine block, cylinders and pistons.  Note the carbon build 
up on heads of the pistons and corrosion from coolant in cooling tubes.



23After: Block freshly machined, painted and corrosion flushed.
Bottom right: View into cylinder with new ring to show fit.
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Above: Installing new rings.  The bottom oil ring is combination of three rings in one slot.  
Before installing all gaps were offset 180 degrees to ensure no compression loss from overlapping gaps. 

Right: Freshly machined block and pistons with new head gasket and head bolts in place.





26 Top: Screws, nuts, washers and small plates before getting initial cleaning on wire 
wheel.  Bottom:  All components bead blasted and CAD plated to prevent future rust.



27Arguably the most important tool in restoration: Sigfried’s tap and dye set from 
Germany.  Every screw and nut was re-tapped to ensure proper fit when re-installed.



28 Before and after view of the bottom of the head and valves.   The valves were in generally good condition with only
 one getting replaced and good cleaning and machining to remove the carbon build-up from others.
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Before and after view of wheel cylinder.
A combination of red clay and oil coated most exposed surfaces of the 

undercarriage, likely preventing further rust and corrosion.  Note the freshly CAD plated screw with grease ring.
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Left: Original paperboard heating duct with heater core installed. 
Right: Replacement plastic heating duct from MBUSA before installation of heater core.
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Before and after view of brake booster.  This is one of the most difficult and expensive components to replace if the original can’t be 
restored.  Luckily, corrosion was minimal and a good cleaning eliminated most of the irregularities.
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Left: Assembly area for parts that were cleaned, repaired, repainted and ready for reassembly.
Right: All new seals, gaskets and brake master cylinder from MB’s Classic Center.



33Clockwise from top left: Beautifully restored magnesium fan blade; Cleaned and painted voltage regulator; New clutch 
return spring, gas gauge, master cylinder and freshly plated water lines; New front springs.
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Left: Original horse-hair oil filter.  This filter was not meant to be replaced but oiled periodically and was not removable.  After 50 years, 
horse hair degrades, gets in the cylinders and will damage the block.  The retaining ring was cut all the way around , the filter removed 

and replaced with a modern paper filter.  Right: Gas tank was removed, cleaned, boiled out and repainted.



35Engine bay with all the components removed.  Luckily, the rust and corrosion in the engine bay proved
to be topical and, other than the battery and brake boxes, did not have to be replaced.



36 My work schedule and a dry winter day finally aligned.  With the subframe removed, we moved the 190SL outside with Sigfried’s tractor.  
The rust, corrosion and original under-coating were removed with high-speed grinders and wire wheels.







39Facing: A 50 year-old undercoating make-over.  Dirty but rewarding work.  This page: Once cleaned, the underside was sprayed with 
Wurth’s Stoneguard, a durable black matte finish paint that smoothed over virtually every surface.



40 Freshly painted engine bay.  New steel brake lines installed from master to wheel cylinders.
Wiring harness recovered with shrink-wrapped rubber tubing.
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Once repainted, the subframe was easily installed and the engine bay components reassembled.  
On the floor: A tiny fraction of Sigfried’s seemingly endless boxes of screws, nuts, washers, bushings, spacers and connectors.

Right: New water line installed.



42 With the undercoating removed, the frame and body rust surprised me.  As expected 
on a 190SL, the drain plugs clogged and the forward areas rusted from the inside out.



43Top: Exterior and interior views of rusted passenger floorboard.  Bot: 2nd mouse nest 
found between floorboard and false floor.  Best find: Young Acres Farm matches!!



44 Left and top: New floorboards and frame rails ordered from Miller’s and delivered to Maxwell’s Metal Works in Marysville.  
Bottom: Permanent rust proofing on all newly installed frame rails and floor boards.



45Interior views of new floorboards installed from front of cabin to seat rails.
All welded seams were seam sealed and rust proofed.



46 Top: Rust proofing from underneath.
Bottom right: New passenger side false floor installed.



47New battery box welded in, seam sealed and rust proofed.  Note drain hole feeds 
through cabin and drains into rear of engine bay.   Bot: Pre-restoration and new box.



48 Clockwise from top left: Original brake booster trough rusted through.  New booster trough.  Scrap pile: Rusted sheet 
metal and frame railings cut out and replaced.  Fender body rust previously brass brazed was cut out and replaced. 



49The majority of the rust was found in enclosed areas where water or condensation could not drain or breathe freely.  
Patches or entire new panels were used in wheel wells, fenders and engine bay.
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With metal work on the headlamps, grill, wheel wells, trunk lid, and all four fenders, it was apparent that painting only the repaired areas 
and attempting to blend old and new paint was not an option.  The entire car needed to be stripped and repainted.



51Fitting new fenders and wheel wells from MB USA.  The right fender wasn’t available in the US so MB USA shipped it three-day air free of 
charge from Stuttgart.  Note the extensive rust proofing of all interior compartments before they were later covered and sealed.



52 Left: a thin layer of fiberglass (green) used to smooth the joint between the new rear fender and the trunk lid surround.  Top: Fitting the   
new fenders to the doors.  Bottom: John block sanding one of five layers of primer.



53Eldon (in background) and John primed and block sanded the entire car five times before painting.
Painting required four layers of color and three layers of clear coat .



54 Left: The chrome on the hubcaps taped off in preparation for painting.  Top: Joe rust-morting the splash panels from the rear of the front 
wheel wells.   Bottom: The first coat of color on the hubcaps.



55Day 1 after new paint job.  It was so glossy and wet, it appeared to be a liquid coating.  
The paint cured for a week before the wet sanding and polishing process started.





57With the paint and body work complete, the car was trailered back to Sigfried’s. The block and transmission were re-mounted to the 
subframe and installed from underneath.  The freshly cleaned carburetors, head and air intake were the added from above.





59Left: Fully restored engine bay with everything reinstalled.  Above: New 
stainless steel exhaust system and the boiled and repaired gas tank.



60 With almost four months spent at Maxwell’s, Megan and I spent many evenings  
polishing the chrome emblems, mirrors, door hardware and bumpers.



Siegfried ensured every bit of trim was properly cleaned and polished before reassembly began. 61



62 Siegfried polishing out dents and imperfections in the rocker strips and eyebrows.
To keep costs down, Mercedes used anodized aluminum instead of chrome on several of the trim pieces.
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Left: The rusted wheels were sandblasted and powder coated to match the body paint.  
Right: With the chrome beauty rings and freshly painted hubcaps installed, the wheels look virtually new.
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Left:  After a run-in with the rear-bumper of our farm truck in the mid 1980’s, the grill was heavily oxidized and had a gap in the top piece 
above the point of the star.  The outer portion of the star is chrome while the main body is anodized aluminum.   Right: With the top and 

bottom sections of the grill replaced and the aluminum body of the star highly polished, the sparkling result is ready for re-assembly.





66 Top: Re-assembling the freshly painted & polished tail lights.  Bottom: Grease pencil 
on the door panel and soft-top frame denoting their assignment to body number 2046.



67Top: The freshly installed boot covering the soft-top and frame. Right: Definitely the most delicate task: Removing the nuts & re-tapping 
the heavily rusted 5mm posts on the chrome door molding.  I learned the benefits of penetrating oil and discreet use of a blow torch.





69My first day driving post restoration: Drove from Maxwell’s Metal Works to Les Schwab in Stanwood for an alignment.



70 Almost 50 years after going on her honeymoon in the 190SL, Amy & I took Mom to 
dinner on Lake Washington during her visit in September 2011.



71After getting comfortable on some  short drives around Woodinville, Amy 
lets her hair down and goes for regular afternoon spins on warm sunny days.



Top: An early fall morning at Stevens Pass ski resort where we ski as a family.  Left: Megan and the 190SL on the 
WA State ferry to Orcas Island.  Right: Dusk at Rainy Pass on the North Cascades Highway. 
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Appendix: Documentation



Original quote of $3,598 from MB dealer in Oslo, Norway dated March 29, 
1960.  Note radio upgrade, rugs instead of rubber, black tires & $826 deposit.
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Dad’s notes calculating a $713 difference between buying the 190SL in 
Wiesbaden, Germany and Oslo, Norway. That’s almost a 20% difference!!
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79Clockwise from top left: Chassis Number: 121040-10-019141, Engine Number: 121040-10-19278, Body Number: 
121040-10-02046 and Trim Plate with Paint Code DB 50G (White) and Interior Code 40G (Navy Blue)
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